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learn HTML structure, CSS(advanced positioning
and styling, CSS Preprocessor, Optimisation(we
used gulp.js tool), CSS framework(bootstrap),
Responsive design ), Javascript( advanced
javascript ES6, DOM manipulation), Datastructer &
algorithm, Typing Speed, Clean Code, Version

PROFILE
Front-end developer with experience
designing interfaces with frameworks
and the ability to understand, analyze,
develop and solve problems in various
web-based applications. Experience in
converting UI/UX designs into code
and designing them in a professional
manner. I have the skill to work in
large or small teams and use the tools
that are handled while working in
teams and have worked on personal
projects for myself that help me
develop myself and gain experience.

SKILLS

Control 'GitHub', OOP, Design Patterns, MVC, Code
Review, solid principles, SPA& MPA, Agail&scrum.
Built a different system using javascript.
Built different website interfaces using HTML, CSS,
Bootstrap, JavaScript Special software concepts.

PROJECTS
UI\UX to code using HTML, CSS, JS
Ecommerce-App website (design)
Responsive landing page using Semantic HTML, HTML Accessibility, CSS
styling, CSS display Property, CSS Layout - The position Property
CSS Box Sizing, CSS Media Queries
Portfolio website - task using bootstrap framework
Portfolio Page Using Html semantic tags, HTML Accessibility, CDN bootstrap
framework, CSS styling, CSS display Property, CSS Layout - The position Property
and Typed.js library.
Portfolio website - a task I should make this responsive website

HTML

Responsive Page Using using Semantic HTML, HTML Accessibility, CSS

CSS

CSS Box Sizing, CSS Media Queries, ScrollReveal Animation.

JavaScript
Bootstrap

styling, CSS display Property, CSS Layout - The position Property

JavaScript Challenges
clinic system
This App uses only JavaScript language, and In this task, We were divided

Git Control System
Data Structure
Problem Solving
Object Oriented Programing
Agile&scrum

into teams to implement what we learned in JavaScript like(Declare
variables using advanced js let and const, functions, loops, arrays method,
object, OOP(class, constructor, setter, getter, inheritance) and using
Prompt to insert in the terminal, where I downloaded the prompt by typing
this command in the terminal inside the vscode{npm install prompt-sync},
clean code, GitHub version control, all that is a requirement of the task.

ToDo App

We learned the raw process and local storage
This application uses HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, and in this task, we
implement what we have learned where what is required is when adding
todo, edit and delete should be available next to each item we added

EDUCATION
Sep 2018 - Nov 2020

DIPLOMA IN WEB
DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN
Palestine Polytechnic University

and also add search item in the header section on my app, (semantic
HTML, sections, forms, and items, CSS styling, advanced javascript, CRUD
operations, set and get Items, clean code.
Book-keeping system
This App uses HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and In this task, We were divided
into teams to implement what we learned in HTML CSS JavaScript
(semantic HTML, sections, forms, and tables, CSS styling, advanced
javascript, CRUD operations, local storage set and get, clean code, code
review), GitHub version control, agile&scrum, sprint planning, daily scrum

